ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Biometric is the field of study that uses physiological or behavioural traits to identify a person. The study of human gait recognition is related to analysing human's distinctive way of walking and extract patterns used for recognition. Human gait can used in identification of actions, gender, mood, emotions and intensions of a person. Gait requires no subject contact compared to other biometric technologies like fingerprint, iris detection, face recognition which requires the subject to be in close proximity with the sensor, therefore gait can be far more superior compared to other biometric technologies for example Geisheimer et al. [1] used continuous wave radar developed to record human gait signatures and extracted various gait parameters using signal processing techniques like short time Fourier transform (STFT).
Accuracy of gait analysis and recognition depends on two factors 1) feature extraction techniques followed to extract features from the walking subject e.g., a) models can be a shape based model for example, Lee & Grimson [2] used shape based features by dividing the silhouette into 7 regions and by extracting centroid, aspect ratio of major and minor axis of the ellipse and the orientation of major axis of the ellipse from each of the region , b) motion based model for example, Johansson [3] devised the technique known as PL animation, by which a observer was able to recognize walking subject affixed with lights in the major joints of the body or c) a combination of shape & motion based model. Feature extraction techniques should closely model the information captured by humans brain 2) Classification model chosen to classify the gait patterns e.g., supervised techniques like Artificial Neural Network, Support vector machines etc. or unsupervised techniques like clustering etc.
RELATED WORK
In 1973 Johansson [3] devised PL animation, according to him an observer can recognise a person familiar to him when walking with light affixed in the major joint of their body. Since then various studies has been carried out using PL animation, studies which verifies identify [4] , sex [5] [13], emotion [6] , facial expression using PL face [7] . Some studies also concluded that increasing the number of PL point on the human body increases accuracy of the recognition [8] .
PL animation was proven to be a strong motion analysis model as studies shows that manipulating PL animation data or purposefully degrading the information of PL data by fluctuating dot contrast polarity, blurring dots and spatial-frequency filtering doesn't degrade visual recognition performance of the observer [9] .
Inverted PL animation however has some interesting results, studies shows that human action are not easily perceivable using inverted PL animation [10] . However, inverted PL animation has an application in Parkinson's disease patients as a walking aid [11] .
Studies has also been carried out using the stick view obtained by connecting the dots of PL animation. Hodgins et al. [12] studied tested stick view model, polygonal models, and others to check observer recognition performance in each of the model and reported polygonal model performance was greater than stick view. Gender identification study carried using stick view by Yoo et al. [13] using body contour & joint angles as features with SVM classifier shows good result.
Apart from motion based model, human gait can be also represented by a shape based model. Shape based model can be divided into counter based model [14] and region based model [15] [16]. Contour based model only uses boundary shape information whereas region based methods divide the shape region into parts which are then used for shape representation. Feature extraction methods using Chain coding, Fourier & Wavelet descriptor, Autoregressive, B-spline falls under contour based category, whereas Geometric, Zernike, Legendre, Krawtchouk Moments, Convex Hull falls under region based method.
Over a decades of research predicted that PL animation is the dominant model for motion analysis of humans and other living creatures. Our approach towards classifying gait pattern falls under motion based model viz. PL animation using Support Vector Machines. The study combines the ancient & intuitive idea of feature extraction using powerful classification model. Our throughout study concludes that motion based models are more powerful than shape based motion in terms of classification accuracy with less no. of features.
DATA COLLECTION
This section explains about the video capturing procedure followed, typically in terms of camera specification, camera placement, posture of walking subject and other specification. A camera fitted on a tripod was well adjusted so that the side view of walking subject can be captured. 10 videos of each walking subject were captured in 5 different locations (In each location 2 videos of each subject were captured). Different location have different light intensities, shadow fall, wind speed etc. We collected a video of 50 different walking subject. Videos are captured using Nikon S3000 which has Optical Sensor Resolution of 12 megapixels, frame rate of 25 frames/second and lens focal length 4.9-19.6mm/F3.2-5.9. The resolution of video used was 320 × 240 (QVGA Resolution). 
PREPROCESSING
After the data collection step, we go through a series of pre-processing step sequentially to get a perfect silhouette for feature extraction, the feature extracted is then modelled by SVM. 
Silhouette Extraction
Frame difference is the simplest form of background subtraction. The current frame is simply subtracted from the previous frame, and if the difference in pixel values for a given pixel is greater than that of threshold h T then the pixel is considered part of the foreground [17] . The estimated background is just the previous frame and it is very sensitive to the threshold h T .
The threshold h T has been determined by hit and trial method.
Noise Detection and Removal Techniques
The gait representation technique used in this paper may be partially biased by noisy silhouette. To overcome this, in this work the noisy silhouette are processed by the silhouette noise removal algorithms which efficiently removes two types of noise, which are mentioned as follows:
1. Intensity errors spread randomly across the silhouette (also called salt Noise) are removed by using a morphological opening operation on the silhouette with the square structuring element of size 6 × 6 (The morphological open operation is an erosion followed by a dilation, using the same structuring element for both operations).
2. Errors connected in large blobs in silhouette (greater than the size of structuring elements) are removed by finding the number of connected components in the binary silhouette and then filtering the component based on the area of the components. The low valued areas are filtered out and the largest area of connected component (which is the person in the silhouette) remains in the resulting silhouette. 
FEATURE EXTRACTION
We identify nine major points of human body, sticks are fitted into the frames using the points. The magnitude of the sticks and angle between the sticks, along with height of the body and velocity of the centroid constitutes a feature vector for a single frames of a single class. A total of 24 features were used.
Estimation of Body Points
1. For each frame the centroid is calculated (the centroid is always inside the walking person image). 2. Keeping the vertical axis distance from the centroid fixed, the max and min point is searched in vertical direction. 3. Using max and min point the total height (H) of the person is estimated in each frame. 4. For a body height H, an estimate of head is 0% of H, neck 13% of H, Hand is between 35-50% of H, waist is 47% of H, knee is 71.5% and foot is between 93-98% of H. (all the points are distance from the horizontal axis).
The image is segmented further to search other body point. We now search in the horizontal direction keeping the fixed range 35-50% H in vertical direction to find the front and rear hand point (in term of distance from vertical axis) respectively. Similarly, the front and rear coordinates points of the knee and foot are identified.
Body parts were points are fitted are as follows: Head, Neck, Front Hand, Rear Hand, Centroid, Front Knee, Rear Knee, Front foot, Rear foot.
Computation of major angles between body parts
Apart from this we determine 9 angle values which are Angle between rear leg shin and vertical axis 8. Angle between front leg foot and horizontal axis 9). Angle between rear leg foot and horizontal.
Total features vector
The relative distances between the points were measured with respect to other points as a human observer always looks at the relative distance with other points. Thus the Euclidean distance between pairs of different point were used as a feature.
We use the following set of features after finding Euclidean distance:
1. Euclidean distance of head point from the neck point. 2. Horizontal distance of front hand from the centroid point. 3. Vertical distance of front hand from the centroid point. 4. Horizontal distance of rear hand from the centroid point. 5. Vertical distance of rear hand from the centroid point. 6. Horizontal distance of front knee from the centroid point. 7. Vertical distance of front knee from the centroid point. 8. Horizontal distance of rear knee from the centroid point. 9. Vertical distance of rear knee from the centroid point. 10. Horizontal distance of front foot from the front knee point. 11. Vertical distance of front foot from the front knee point. 12. Horizontal distance of rear foot from the rear knee point. 13. Vertical distance of rear foot from the rear knee point. 
Feature Scaling
The goal is to use the features in LIBSVM (SVM Toolkit), therefore we scale the features in range [0, 1].
Where M and M' represents the unscaled & scaled feature matrix of size 50000× 24 respectively. M' has values in range 0 to 1.
RESULTS
For SVM modelling LIBSVM [18] toolkit is used. We first divide the feature matrix into training and testing matrix size each of size 25000× 24 (5 video of each person is used for training and testing respectively). We then prepare the class label matrix for each of training and testing matrix set. We take the testing matrix and perform cross validation with different c (cost) & g (gamma) values using the default kernel provided by LIBSVM [18] (i.e., radial basis function) to check the performance at unique parameter values. The unique parameter c (cost) & g (gamma) values which yields the highest performance is then fixed and the system is trained to generate a final train model. The system is then tested using training matrix with the train model plugged into the LIBSVM system. The highest accuracy achieved by our method was 93.5%. Confusion matrix for the first 10 classes are shown below in figure 6. 
CONCLUSION
The result using the 24-dimensional feature vector has better recognition. The 24 features were selected so precisely that these features were the most discriminant than any other features. We can conclude that the motion based model is much stronger representation of human gait than shape based models as motion based feature distinctly recognizes a person with less no. of features than shape based model. For examples, Lee and Grimson [2] used 41 to 57 features by which they get a recognition rate of 98%.
To improve the performance of the algorithm in terms of running time, this algorithm can be tried with anomaly detection algorithm. In which a priority can be assigned to the each features (e.g., the most discriminant feature among all the person gets the top priority). When a videos is fed into the recognition system, we take some top priority features and try to classify it to a classes of existing videos in database. If an anomaly is detected (i.e., if the frames of video cannot be classified in any existing classes) and maximum no. of samples (say x no. of samples) are not classified within a single class, then we add the lower priority feature and classify again. The procedure would yield better running time of the algorithm as its breaking the features into distinct set for classification and computing each feature & testing consumes significant amount of time.
